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MEDUSA  EMERGENT 

A MONODRAMA FOR SOLO SOPRANO 

OR SOPRANO AND CLARINET 

PLUS MEDIA 

 

Score, Concept, and Libretto by Misha Penton 

May 2018 

 

Duration: 15 minutes 

_______________ 

 

SOPRANO 

CLARINET  

(Instruments which may be substituted for the clarinet: viola, violoncello, contrabass, oboe, cor 

anglais, or marimba). 

 

If the soprano is performing the work solo, simply omit the clarinet. 

_______________ 

 

REHEARSALS 

▪ No rehearsals, but both musicians familiarise themselves with the audio and video before 

the performance. The soprano leads the timing, so it is essential that she rehearse the timing 

of the piece before the performance.  

 

▪ Libretto may or may not be memorized.  
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▪ This work is a hybrid: a cross between an opera and a concert work. It may be ‘semi-staged’ 

in a theatrically minimalist manner. 

 

SPACE & LIGHTING 

 

▪ Classical music hall with theatrical lighting capabilities. Not appropriate for a 

sonically “dead” space. Alternative spaces like resonant galleries or other 

acoustically friendly spaces may be considered. 

 

▪ Stage lighting is low, and stage may be dramatically side lit. No house lights. 

 

▪ Space must have no exterior light bleed and must be lit conducive to screening the 

film. 

 

▪ In performance, the soprano is center stage right, and clarinetist is center stage left. 

If using music stands, performers may use battery powered clip-on stand lights, no 

corded stand lights. 

 

▪ All performers wear ‘concert black’ (no formal attire). 

 

MEDIA 

 

▪ The audioscape is played at low volume, never to compete with the un-amplified voice and 

clarinet. The film is projected behind the performers. The audio is embedded in the film: 

the media is one MOV file. Given the possible limitations of projecting the film, the film 

may be projected onto the performers. The film and audioscape is available from the 

composer. 

 

_______________ 
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CREATING THE SOUND WORLD 

 

Invite silence into the sound world as an active participant 

Vary dynamics and tempi 

Allow space and stillness 

Cultivate Awareness & Attention 

Do not rush 

Do less 

_______________ 

 

 

 SOPRANO 

▪ Sprechgesang-like quality: ‘sung’ tones, legato is central, large tonal and 

dynamic range, leaps, portamenti, sparse use of coloratura, intermittent use of 

extended vocal techniques such as ingression, spoken words, sighs, whispers, 

etc. 

▪ Expand the natural inflections of speaking the poetry into a large tonal and 

dynamic range. 

▪ Avoid a tonic  

▪ Avoid obvious melodic phrases 

▪ Use a broad and varied dynamic range throughout 

▪ Honor silence 

▪ Avoid repetition 

▪ No screaming, no ‘mundane’ life voice sounds: crying, chatting, etc. 

 

 CLARINET 

▪ Privilege the voice / Follow the voice. Allow space, stillness, and silence to 

inhabit the sound world. During sung sections, provide texture to the sound 

world, peeking in and out with more varied dynamic phrases. 
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LIBRETTO & TIMING 

 

▪ During the rehearsal process and performance, performers both use a time-keeping device 

on a stopwatch setting. For the performance, sync the time keeping devices with the start 

of the film, either by the performers starting the media and stopwatches themselves, or by 

coordinating with a tech person.  

 

 

Libretto 

 

i 

(Voice & clarinet enter at approx. 00:20 into 

the media work, then begin to create sound 

world with breaths and pp clarinet tones, 

before voice enters with text:) 

 

I see my (re)flection 

I see myself and am seen 

I hear myself and am heard 

(Re)flect 

(Ab)sorb 

(Re)flect 

I am snake-haired 

Formidable  - Ferocious 

(above section is repeated twice) 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

Exquisite: my armor 

Intricate in swirls and swooshes and whirls 

and whooshes carved with patience. The  

 

engraving is meticulous and painful, yes, but 

ever so slow, I barely realize. I am exquisite,  

 

shimmering and crystalline— chitinous, 

some even say, magnificent. 

(stopwatch should read approx. 04:00). 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

First 

My skin gently hardens (over time, I barely 

notice) 

I did it myself, meticulously, patiently 

The designs stylus carved  

Splendid 

(stopwatch should read approx. 06:00) 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

ii 
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Echoes return from steel and glass canyons 

and spin across headlands and valleys and 

rise from cathedrals, tunnels, and vaginal 

caverns. The pointy tips of my wings scrape 

the very, very, very edge of the cliff and I look 

down on the concrete turned-to-stone 

cityscape. I gasp and scream and sing with 

ferocity and mourning and rage. 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

Firecloud lighting splits the sky: there is 

space here, so much space. 

 

I open my wings, I breathe in, I soar— ‘I am 

spacious singing flesh…shot through with 

streams of song.’ 

 

I tower up to the place of clouds 

I am flung abroad into space, over stars 

Over stars…over stars…over stars  

(stopwatch should read approx. 09:30) 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

iii  

I am she 

She is me 

My sisters, my kin 

Howl with ferocity and mourning: 

We whisper. Snarl. Gasp. Speak. Scream. 

Sing. Sigh. 

 

I call out, I shout and scream and sing and 

rage…rage…rage… 

 

I am thunderous and sonorous: I am poetry. 

I am Many She-Monsters: I am the Furies 

and the storm-torn Harpies, I am Scylla and 

I am Charybdis, I am Medusa: a New Muse. 

 

We are Monster Women. Now, so many many 

many more of us. 

(stopwatch should read approx. 12:00) 

 

Approx 30 second clarinet solo. 

 

I see my (re)flection 

I see myself and am seen 

I hear myself and am heard 

(Re)flect 

(Ab)sorb 

(Re)flect 

I am snake-haired 

Formidable  - Ferocious 

I am exquisite, shimmering and crystalline— 

magnificent. 

 

I am thunderous and sonorous: I am poetry. 
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I am Many She-Monsters: I am the Furies 

and the storm-torn Harpies, I am Scylla and 

I am Charybdis, I am Medusa: a New Muse. 

 

We are Monster Women. Now, so many many 

many more of us. 

 

I shatter the mirror and craft my gauntlets 

from the skin of Perseus. (stopwatch should 

read approx. 14:15, and then at 14:15 

minutes): 

 

Rend and reassemble, resemble, dismember, 

remember, destabilize, reflect, disorganize, 

destabilize, reflect, destabilize, reflect 

Re-imagine 

Dismember 

Re-semble 

Remember 

Re-imagine 

Reflect 

 

(When the recorded voices in the audioscape 

begin at 14:45, stop all live sound, turn away 

from the audience to face the film and wait 

for film to play out. Alternatively, at 14:45, 

stop all live sound, turn away from audience 

to face film, and then performers slowly drift 

offstage in opposing directions, either into 

the wings or out into the audience and to the 

very back of the house).
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